
Our Trip to the Fair

1. Noun

2. Noun - Plural

3. Adverb

4. Noun

5. Adverb

6. Adjective

7. Adjective

8. Pronoun

9. Pronoun

10. Noun

11. Adverb

12. Pronoun

13. Noun

14. Adverb

15. Adverb

16. Pronoun

17. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

18. Verb

19. Pronoun

20. Verb - Past Tense

21. Verb - Past Tense

22. Verb - Present Tense

23. Adjective - Comparative
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24. Adjective

25. Adjective



Our Trip to the Fair

One Noun day in June I went to the fair with my Noun - Plural Ryan, James, Patrick, Zach and

Carson. My mom dove us, we all waited Adverb in the Noun until Ryan forgot his ticket and

we had to drive back. Adverb we got to the Adjective after a Adjective ride. James

decided that Pronoun should play some games before the rides. Pronoun all went to the fish

game and everybody got a Noun except for Patrick. So Adverb Pronoun went to the

dunk tank Zach and Carson missed all of their 10 shots but and Noun players sent the clown in the

water. Everybody had enough with the games and we headed for the zipper Adverb when you are locked

in a cage and go high in circles. Adverb Pronoun went on the UFO a ride that Verb - 3rd 

Person Singular Present around and around that makes you Verb to the wall. We went on all the rides

before James threw up and we had to call his dad Mr. Richard on my phone. James left with his dad and

Pronoun got ice cream and watched the band play the saxophone and sousaphone it was great. Zach was

crazy the whole time and Verb - Past Tense and Verb - Past Tense . Carson joined the baseball team and

is Verb - Present Tense on his throws and realized baseball is Adjective - Comparative than soccer and he

quit soccer so now he can get the clown in the tank. The fair was closing and everybody had to go home. I had

an Adjective time at the Adjective !
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